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1. Introduction

Context
The interest in trustworthy CO2-emission footprinting1 has been growing in the last decades, and it is 

expected to continue to grow as climate concerns are increasingly expressed, monitored and regulated by 

governments. With regard to CO2-emission, the trend is that companies are held to their corporate 

responsibility. They should know how much CO2-emission is produced by their activities. In the logistics 

industry, this results in a growing need for the ability to make accurate and trustworthy CO2-emission 

footprinting.

Without using a framework to calculate CO2-emissions, it becomes challenging to interpret outcomes. 

Especially given that transport orders are often not fulfilled by only one contractor. A contractor may hire 

other subcontractors, who may load cargo existing from multiple transport orders in one shipment. When 

a company is interested in the amount of emission that is generated by their business, outcomes of 

multiple organizations contribute to the net result. A uniform definition of CO2-emission and a normative 

framework to calculate and allocate CO2-emission are therefore indispensable in a logistics chain. 

There are multiple frameworks2 that have been published that define how to calculate CO2-emissions

for logistics. These frameworks all use the same basic operational data (freight, locations, warehouses/

transshipment, routes, modes ,energy and fuel) and basic allocation methods derived from or related to 

the COFRET project, that critically assessed the European Standard EN-16538 (Methodology for calculation 

and declaration of energy consumption and GHG emissions of transport services). 

This has led to a demand for accounting tools, either standalone or integrated to reduce the cost and 

effort of collecting the basis operational data and doing the accounting calculations. The development of 

these tools requires a more detailed definition of processes and algorithms.

On the one hand it is often not clear how to deal with practical problems such as low-quality data and 

missing data. On the other hand, there is great diversity in logistics service providers, whom all use a 

different terminology and way of working in their business. This means that terms like ‘a route’ can mean 

different things for different companies. 

At the same time there is a demand that results generated by different software applications are 

compatible, in the sense that output generated by operators in supply chains easily can be combined into 

results for one entire supply chains. Furthermore, the auditors evaluating and assessing the results should 

be able to verify easily the quality of the individual and combined results.

Goal Setting
The aim for this documentation is to provide a set of guidelines that can be used to improve the

degree of interoperability of CO2-emission accounting tools for logistics. It describes a generic method. 

This documentation serves as a first step towards defining widely accepted conventions for the 

implementation of calculation and allocation of CO2-emission in logistics.

1 Carbon Footprinting: Accounting, Improvement and Reporting of GHG emissions
2 Such as GLEC, CO2Objectif, Smartways
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Application
This document can be used by auditors, system architects and other stakeholders who are interested in 

the assurance of interoperability of CO2-emission outputs of accounting systems that use operational data.

Document description
This section explains the structure of the rest of this document. In section two the allocation based on 

operational data is explained. Then, in section three a Glossary is presented that describe a consistent 

semantical definition of terms. Finally in section four the rules have been defined for calculations.
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2. Method

This documentation describes the CO2-emission accounting and allocation implementation that has 

been developed by Connekt. It is derived from the COFRET project, that critically assessed the European 

Standard EN-16538 (Methodology for calculation and declaration of energy consumption and GHG 

emissions of transport services). 

In the COFRET project over 120 tools, methods and databases for the calculation of emissions along 

supply chains were analysed on over 70 aspects. A comprehensive list of existing resources was built and 

categorised into four groups; (1) methodologies, such as standards and guidebooks, (2) calculation tools, 

(3) emission factor databases and (4) other activities and initiatives, such as research projects, forums and 

communication channels. 

The CO2 Objectif framework and the GLEC framework have used the COFRET and EN-16538 standard to 

developed a more detailed framework for calculations.

Connekt has developed a practical implementation, called Lean analytiX (BigMile) aimed at creating an 

accounting system for logistic data that supports the aims of Footprinting: accounting, improvement and 

reporting. 

The implementation is compliant with EN-16258, and supports various frameworks for reporting

purposes. After verification, the following conclusions has been drawn about the implementation and 

underlying method:

• There is usually enough data of sufficient quality to apply the method in practice.

• The mixed use of detailed data and default or estimated data is practical.

• The method of collecting and analyzing data can provide relevant insights for the operation, and shows 

how improvements can be made.

• The implementation is suited to all kinds of supply chains and modes/goods, including international 

supply chains.

• The implementation is eminently suited for creating dashboards to asses potential improvements and 

to monitor progress of changes.

• The results are reproducible and easily auditable.

• The allocation method and implementation allows subcontractors and logistics service providers (LSPs) 

to give data to customers without distorting market relationships or competition.

Interoperability
Interoperability is the degree to which heterogeneous systems can communicate and collaborate. In the 

context of this documentation interoperability means the extent to which reults generated by different 

implementations of accounting sytems can be compared. To achieve this there is a growing need for 

standards, procedures and protocols that can be applied in practice. Although the COFRET project and

the detailed frameworks of GLEC and CO2 Objectif have laid a foundation to remove uncertainty of the

calculation of carbon footprints, the results clearly show that confusion and a lack of comparability 

remain. 

Logistics chains are often complex and consist of multiple means of transport (modalities) throughout 

multiple LSPs from multiple countries. Their clients are interested in the emission generated by their 

business. However when individual carbon footprints are generated by different systems by contractors 

and subcontractors in the logistic chain, the results may lead to confusion as there is no common ground 

on how to interpret the results. The remainder of this section describes three major factors that have a 

major influence on interoperability of results.
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Semantics
There is a great diversity in LSPs, they transport different types of cargo, use different types of transport 

(modalities), and different transportation methods. In a milk run cargo is dropped at multiple stops in one 

trip. Containership sometimes leave the containers at destinations, but in other instances it takes the 

empty containers back to the origin location. These variations in servicing result in different needs for 

internal reporting, governance and control. When multiple LSPs are in a logistic chain, it is challenging to 

compare and assess the outcomes. Hence the internal need for CO2-emission reporting may vary per LSP.

Another complicating factor is that there is no common way-of-working. Not only is there a great diversity 

in LSPs, they also have their own vision on the industry. The prior source of knowledge within logistics 

companies is experience. Similar entities and processes are named differently across LSPs. When compa-

ring carbon footprints, this means that at the detailed level you can get a discussion about the interpreta-

tion of different names, and consequently also the calculations of the carbon footprint. To prevent 

misunderstandings, a clear vocabulary must therefore be defined. 

Conversion factors and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
There are numerous forms of LSPs, which all function on their on way-of-working. As a result, LSPs work 

with different units for cargo and fuel consumption. For example, there are various methods for quan-

tifying the load of a transport, such as cubic meters, kilograms, or volume-weight. There are also different 

ways to calculate fuel consumption, one transporter does this by using a Well-to-Wheel (WtW) analysis, 

the other via a Tank-to-Wheel (TtW) analysis. In order to count towards an interoperable CO2-emission, it is 

important that there are no ambiguities about these different perspectives.

Regarding policy making and performance assessment, the organization’s needs also vary per organizati-

on. Various Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are used to monitor and improve business performance 

internally. However to make these KPIs interoperable, they should be explained carefully. Based on its 

explanation and the input data, external parties should be able to comprehend and reconstruct them. 

Data Quality
One major challenge when it comes to calculating and allocating CO2-emissions in logistics is the quality 

of data. When data of lower quality is used in a calculation, the outcome may not be concluded with 

certainty. If a larger portion of the emission is based on lower quality data, the outcome may become 

disputable. The quality of data often is determined by its granularity or precision. Take for instance a 

European coffee producer who imports coffee beans from Afrika. The beans need to be collected from a 

plantation and transported to a harbour in Afrika. The quality of these data relating the emission of the 

transport is often low, e.g. the type of transport, or amount in volume or mass may be uncertain. While the 

data related to the emission generated by the shipment over sea and in Europe is often of high quality. 

To determine the quality of data, a quality assessment method should be used. We have defined three 

data quality labels; 

• (B) Bronze; estimates based on default values and key figures.

• (S) Silver; measured values, aggregated over a periode (year / month) of per license plate per year. 

 The granularity of the data is a subscript of S. Hence Sy= per year, Sq= per quarter, Sm= per month, 

 Sw= per week).

• (G) Gold; measured values per license plate or location per period. The period is a subscript of G. Hence 

Gm= per month, Gw= per week, Gt= per trip.
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3. Definition of terms (Glossary)

Every system uses its own data model. Because of the diversity of logistics companies, the usage of their 

specific data model may interfere with more widely accepted terminology. Misinterpretation of data and 

output is therefore a risk that emerges when calculating, acollocating and comparing CO2-emission. This 

section defines a glossary that aims to encompass a general business logic definition to mitigate the risk 

of misinterpretation. Hence, for specific implementations are this glossary may not be completely fitting. 

Measures to translate the generic glossary to specific use cases are defined in the next section. 

GEOGRAPHICAL
REGION

Designation of logical geographical area. Used to define for example supply regions.

A REGION can have a name or a number as attribute.

LOCATION

Physical geo-location. Used to define the location of among others Warehouse or Distribution Centres. The 

definition of the Location may be diverse. A LOCATION can have a name and/or a number as additional 

attributes.

DISTANCE_UNIT

The dimension of distance (kilometers, mile US, mile UK, nautical mile)

SHORTEST FEASIBLE DISTANCE

The best planned route between origin and destination.

GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE

The birds flight distance between origin and destination.

PLANNED DISTANCE

The planned route between origin and destination

DRIVEN DISTANCE

The driven distance between origin and destination

FASTEST DISTANCE

The distance of the fastest route between origin and destination

TIME
TIMESTAMP

A TIMESTAMP is a log record of a given moment in time. TIMESTAMP contains an Action.

DAY

Day in a year (YY/MM/DD)

PERIOD

Time period: Year, quarter, month, week, day.
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TRANSPORT
MODALITY

Type of transport. Examples are airfreight, maritime, rail, pipeline, inland shipping, trucks, vans, scooters 

etc. To identify the instance of a MODALITY (e.g. a specific truck) has a unique identifier or MODALITY-ID. 

TRANSPORT SERVICE CATEGORY

Market categorization of type of transport, type of goods and modality into categories. (TSC) 

GOODS
CARGO

CARGO is defined as the goods that need to be transported including packaging and required containers, 

or the empty containers. The Unit Dimension for quantity of CARGO may vary, they are all allowed as long 

as they can be converted to preferably tonnes. Additionally, the amount of CARGO is defined by the 

Quantity of Units (e.g. Unit Dimension may be ‘kgs’ where Quantity of Units may be ‘5000’).

CONTAINER

A CONTAINER is a means to support or protect cargo, and/or to combine separate items into one handling 

unit. Examples are Sea container, Pallet, Roll-cage, Air freight container, Swap body.

NETWORK
LANE

A Lane is a logical sequence of Leg’s. The Destination LOCATION of a previous Leg in a sequence is the 

same as the Origin LOCATION of the next Leg in a sequence. A Lane is designated by a sequence of 

Locations, such as A-B-C-D-E. The Lane Origin and Lane Destination are the first Origin and last Destination 

in the sequence of Legs (A-B-C-D-E: A is Lane Origin, E is Lane Destination). A Lane can be identified by a 

Lane-ID.

LEG

A LEG is the transfer of CARGO between an origin and a destination LOCATION by a MODALITY. A Leg can 

include the actions and effort in the origin or destination LOCATION, such as transshipment and/or 

storage. The effort, energy spent and/or emissions must be defined the next Leg in the sequence in a 

Lane. The transfer in one Leg is limited to Transfer by one Modality defined in CONTAINER.

TRANSPORT ORDERING
CUSTOMER

Seen from the perspective of a LSP or transporter: the party who is ordering logistic services and hands 

outs Assignments. A Customer can have a name and/or an ID.

CONTRACTOR

Seen from the perspective of a CUSTOMER, the party that delivers the service of fulfilling one or more 

Assignments. A Contractor van have a name and/or an ID.

SUBCONTRACTOR

From the perspective of a CUSTOMER, a party that is sub-contracted by a CONTRACTOR that delivers the 

service of fulfilling (part of ) one or more Assignments. A Subcontractor can have a name and/or and ID.
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DOSSIER

A DOSSIER is a logical set of Assignments associated with a CUSTOMER of a CONTRACTOR. A Dossier can 

have a name and/or an ID.

ASSIGNMENT

An ASSIGNMENT is a set of SHIPMENTS of CARGO in a LANE. The set defines a logical combination of 

CARGO that is transferred between a LANE Origin and Destination, in a defined period of time (day, week, 

month etc.), possibly repetitive. The most simple ASSIGNMENT is equivalent to one SHIPMENT: bringing 

cargo from A to B. In this case the LANE Origin / Destination are equal to the LEG Origin / Destination. An 

Assignment may have an ID. 

SHIPMENT

A SHIPMENT is a set of CARGO that is transferred between Origin and Destination in a

LEG, or between STOP location(s) where Shipments are collected or dropped, in a defined period of time. 

The SHIPMENT may consist of multiple types of CARGO. A SHIPMENT can be broken down into multiple 

DROP or COLLECTION subsets, structured in ORDERS. 

ORDERS

Orders are subsets of items in a Shipment. Orders can be structured in ORDER LINES.

ORDER LINES

ORDER LINES are subsets of orders, defined as: Number of items, Type of items, Identification of items 

(SKU, EAN etc.), Batch information (multiple).

DROP 

A Drop is delivering part of a (or a whole) Shipment in a given Stop location.

COLLECTION

A Collection is picking up part of a (or a whole) Shipment in a given Stop location. 

FUEL AND ENERGY
FUEL

Energy carrier/source used to give power to a MODALITY or to moving handling equipment (like

container reach-trucks on a terminal), in a given period of time. The Quantity is the number of units of 

FUEL used.

FUEL CONSUMPTION

The amount of fuel used per Distance_Unit

POWER

Energy carrier / source used to give POWER to warehouses, terminals and other infrastructure in locations, 

including to handling equipment powered by the infrastructure (for example electric forklift trucks in a 

warehouse), in a given period of time. 
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KPI

When the FUEL or POWER data is not available, but emissions data is available a KPI can be used as input 

for calculations that aim to show CO2-emissions.

EMISSION INTENSITY FACTOR

Default emission factors for certain types of transport in a certain geography (CO2/ton.km).

DATA FORMAT DEFINITION
RAW INPUT FILE (RIF)

A RIF is the logical combination of CARGO data and associated FUEL/POWER data in a given period of 

TIME. 

ALLOCATION SET (AS)

To allocate emissions to a CUSTOMER, CONTRACTOR, SUBCONTRACTOR, LOCATION, ASSIGNMENT, or 

SHIPMENT an ALLOCATION SET (AS) is created. An AS is a subset of a RIF. The AS is the ‘atomic’ indivisible 

unit for allocation calculations.

DATA MATURITY (DM)

DATA MATURITY (DM) is the level of data granularity and data accuracy of an AS. The data quality of both 

CARGO data and FUEL / POWER data are combined to determine the DM level of the AS. The DM level is 

added to the processed Allocation set as a data element, so a RIF can have multiple DM levels (one per 

Allocation Set).
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4. Norms

Requirement Level Indication
The key words ‘MUST’, ‘MUST NOT’, ‘REQUIRED’, ‘SHALL’, ‘SHALL NOT’, ‘SHOULD’, ‘SHOULD NOT’, 

‘RECOMMENDED’, ‘MAY’, and ‘OPTIONAL’ in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.

1. MUST. This word, or the terms ‘REQUIRED’ or ‘SHALL’, mean that the definition is an absolute

 requirement of the specification.

2. MUST NOT. This phrase, or the phrase ‘SHALL NOT’, mean that the definition is an absolute prohibition 

of the specification.

3. SHOULD. This word, or the adjective ‘RECOMMENDED’, mean that there may exist valid reasons in 

particular circumstances to ignore a particular item, but the full implications must be understood and 

carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

4. SHOULD NOT. This phrase, or the phrase ‘NOT RECOMMENDED’ mean that there may exist valid 

reasons in particular circumstances when the particular behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the 

full implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed before implementing any 

behavior described with this label.

5. MAY. This word, or the adjective ‘OPTIONAL’, mean that an item is truly optional. One vendor may 

choose to include the item because a particular marketplace requires it or because the vendor feels 

that it enhances the product while another vendor may omit the same item. An implementation which 

does not include a particular option MUST be prepared to interoperate with another implementation 

which does include the option, though perhaps with reduced functionality. In the same vein an 

implementation which does include a particular option MUST be prepared to interoperate with 

another implementation which does not include the option (except, of course, for the feature the 

option provides.)

Normative framework for interoperable CO2-emission allocation
The following section defines a set of norms that should be used to allocate CO2-emissions. 

GEOGRAPHICAL & TIME

1. A definition of a LOCATION MUST identify a geographical place on the world map.

2. A TIMESTAMP MAY be connected to a LOCATION as a means to correct for time zones

3. A TIMESTAMP MUST be able to be corrected for time zones.

4. A TIMESTAMP SHOULD be expressed by the ISO 8601 standard.

5. A TIMESTAMP Action MAY contain one of the following Collection, Drop, Arrival, Departure, End of 

Waiting.

TRANSPORT & GOODS

6. To identify specific instances of a MODALITY (e.g. a specific truck), a MODALITY SHOULD have a unique 

identifier (a MODALITY-ID).

7. To calculate CO2-emission empty containers MUST be considered as CARGO.

8. Unit dimension of CARGO MUST be convertible to tonnes, and MAY be expressed in cubes, or liters. 

9. If a custom unit dimension is chosen for CARGO, a conversion table MUST be provided.
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NETWORK

10. The Sequence of LEGS in a LANE SHOULD preferably be defined by Sequence numbers in the LEG.

 If not, the Sequence of LEGS in a LANE may be defined by the sequence of the list.

11. There MAY be multiple parallel LEGS in a LANE. For instance, B-C can be defined in multiple LEGS,

 each LEG with a different MODALITY.

 a. FIGURE 1. PARALLEL LEGS

 b. If LEGS run simultaneously between two LOCATIONS (e.g. A - C), the LEGS are parallel. 

12. The handling efforts, such as transshipment and/or storage, in the origin location of a LEG MUST BE 

allocated to that LEG. In addition, the handling in a destination location is allocated to the subsequent 

LEG in a LANE.

 a. Figure 2. ALLOCATION OF EFFORT

 b. For example, if in Location B a warehouse is located where Shipments are stored, the action must  

 be defined in the second leg (B-C).

 

13. When multiple types of unit dimensions are used in a LEG (e.g. when a truck contains big bags, pallets 

and roll cages), a unit conversion MUST be used to normalize the unit, preferably to tonnes.

A C

B1A B1B B1C

B2
Leg (A, B2) Leg (B2, C)

Leg (B1, C)Leg (A, B1A) Leg (B1A, B1B) Leg (B1B, B1C)

A B C
L2 = Leg (B,C)L1 = Leg (A,B)

Emission (E)

E (L1) =                       +

E (L2) =                       +
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14. When parallel LEGS with different MODALITIES should be defined but the information is lacking to 

separate them, multiple modalities CAN be combined in one Leg, with an average emission per ton.

km or unit.km.

 a. Figure 3; MERGING LEGS DUE TO INCOMPLETE DATA.

 b. Compare figure 1 and figure 3. If there is no data to separate all Legs between A and C, an   

 assumption CAN be made. In which case all Legs are aggregated using an estimated weighted   

 average, see figure 3.

TRANSPORT ORDERING

15. In an ASSIGNMENT, if no further breakdown in SHIPMENTS is given, the ASSIGNMENT MUST be defined 

in one (real or normalized) dimension of units of CARGO.

16. A SHIPMENT may be repetitive. The number of repetitions in a period can be given by the

 Repetition_number.

17. One SHIPMENT is handled by one (1) instance of a given MODALITY (for example a truck identified by 

its license plate). One instance of a MODALITY MAY transfer multiple SHIPMENTS at the same time.

18. A DROP or COLLECTION MAY have an Identification Code as additional attribute, used for various 

identification or authentication purposes.

FUEL AND ENERGY

19. All FUEL in a given period, associated with the relevant ASSIGNMENT, MUST be reported

20. The sum of all FUEL reported, for all ASSIGNMENTS handled in a period of time by that particular 

operator, MUST be all the fuel used by the modalities of the operator in that period of time: 100% of 

Fuel SHOULD be accounted for.

21. Emission MUST be calculated based on FUEL using a conversion table provided by an acknowledged 

authority

22. The sum of all POWER reported, for all ASSIGNMENTS handled in a period of time by that particular 

operator, should be all the POWER used by the locations of that operator in that period of time.

23. A KPI MUST be reported with explanation of how they should be interpreted (unit, type of distance). 

E.g. Total CO2-emission for all Shipments combined, or CO2/ton, CO2/ton.km * Shortest Feasible 

Distance, or CO2/ton.km Great Circle Distance, CO2/unit, CO2/unit.kmShortest Feasible Distance,

 CO2/unit.km Great Circle Distance.

24. If a KPI is weighted over distance, the economic added value SHOULD be considered. That means

 that the Great Circle Distance should be used, because it explains the economic value of the

 transportation.

25. If a KPI is weighted over distance, the Shorted Feasible Distance MAY be used for internal reporting.

26. A KPI MAY be weighed over mass.

A C

B1A B1B B1C

B2
Leg (A, B2) Leg (B2, C)

Leg (B1, C)Leg (A, B1A) Leg (B1A, B1B) Leg (B1B, B1C)

Leg (A,C)
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27. If a KPI is weighed over mass, it SHOULD be weighed over mass in tonnes.

28. If a KPI is weighed over mass, it MAY be weighed over mass in custom units, as long as a conversion 

table has been provided between the custom unit and tonnes 

 a. e.g. if emission is measured in CO2 /pallet . km GCD, the weight per pallet and the total amount   

 of kms MUST be provided.

DATA FORMAT DEFINITION

29. A data model of a system’s output SHOULD be derived the Glossary defined in this documentation.

30. A RIF MAY contain CARGO data of one or more ASSIGNMENTS and their FUEL and POWER

 consumption with varying level of detail, accuracy and granularity regarding LANES, SHIPMENTS, 

ORDERS, TRIPS and STOPS in one ASSIGNMENT

31. Multiple RIF’s MAY be used to transfer data one or more Assignments.

32. A RIF or set of RIF MUST contain data for a given period of time or for a specific part of the business

 (for example 1 location or 1 carrier).

33. To optimise the information value of an ALLOCATION SET, the most granular and detailed combination 

of data on CARGO and FUEL / POWER possible SHOULD be used, given the available level of detail and 

accuracy of data in the RIF.

 a. If for instance only the total amount of tonnes of CARGO in an ASSIGNMENT in a year is given in   

 a LANE with multiple LEGS, and only a KPI of CO2/ton is given, the ALLOCATION SET is at this   

 level. The accuracy level is very low, as there is no detail.

 b. If for instance the SHIPMENTS in a Milkrun are known in detail down to ORDERS and LINES and   

 STOPS (such as the case in e-commerce deliveries), and the FUEL data is measured per day per   

 license plate including the type of FUEL, the ALLOCATION SET is one day of DROP and

  COLLECTIONS of one particular license plate. This gives a very detailed and granular data set for   

 analysis and reporting.

 c. If the same case is taken with much less detail in fuel data: for instance the SHIPMENTS in a   

 Milkrun are known in detail down to ORDERS and LINES and STOPS (such as the case in

   e-commerce deliveries), and the FUEL data is measured per year over all the vehicles combined,   

 the ALLOCATION SET is one year of DROPS and COLLECTIONS of executed by all vehicles   

 combined with the FUEL use for a year.

34. Transfer of CARGO by a MODALITY MUST be a different ALLOCATION SET to handling CARGO in a 

LOCATION (warehouse, terminal etc.).

35. Transfer of CARGO by different MODALITIES MUST lead to separate ALLOCATION SETS.

36. Different types of Fuel/Power SHOULD preferably lead to separate Allocation Sets, although for 

emissions calculation purposes Fuel/Power MAY be converted to CO2-emissions so Allocation Sets can 

be normalized and combined.

37. One RIF MAY be divided into multiple ALLOCATION SETS that are very different from each other in 

granularity level and quality level.

38. Input data for an ALLOCATION SET that are used for MUST be evaluated on Data Maturity

39. Input data for an ALLOCATION SET SHOULD include Great Circle Distance, Modality, Cargo

40. Input data for an ALLOCATION SET SHOULD include Modality, Fuel Consumption, Great Circle 

Distance, Cargo.
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